11/30 WI Crops: APH Barley, GYC Cabbage, APH Cigar Binder Tobacco, APH /CRC/GRP/GRIP Corn, APH Dry Beans, Dollar Forage Seeding, APH/CRC Grain Sorghum, GYC Green Peas, YBD Hybrid Corn Seed, APH Oats, GYC Potatoes, GYC Processing Beans, APH/CRC/GRP/GRIP Soybeans, APH Sweet Corn

COUNTY CROP EXPANSION:
- Added GREEN PEAS to Marathon and Langlade Counties.
- Added SWEET CORN to Marathon County.
- Added CORN GRP and GRIP to 7 counties.
- Added SOYBEAN GRP and GRIP to 41 counties.

COUNTY CROP DELETIONS: No Change.

DATES:
- CORN: In all counties (shown below under Statements) where the 85 day maturity statement has been added, final planting dates for grain types changed from 5/31 to 5/25 and silage types from 6/05 to 5/31.
- PROCESSING BEANS:
  - Changed the final planting date for Snap type from 7/10 to 7/15 in 005, 013, 017, 067, 075, 085, and 129.
  - Changed the final planting date for Snap type from 7/10 & 7/15 to 7/20 in 001, 033, 035, 053, 057, 063, 083, 087, 095, 097, 109, 115, 121, 135, 137, and 141.
  - Changed the final planting date for Snap type from 7/20 to 7/25 in 009, 015, 021, 025, 029, 047, 049, 061, 071, and 111.
  - Changed the final planting date for Lima type from 7/5 to 6/25 in 053, 063, and 121.
  - Changed the final planting date for Lima type from 7/15 to 6/30 in 021, 025, 039, 045, 047, 055, 077, 105, and 127.

RATES:
- CABBAGE, CIGAR BINDER TOBACCO, GREEN PEAS, FORAGE SEEDING and SWEET CORN: Had rate review completed, and new target rates established.
- Annual adjustments to ref. yields and rates continued on some crops to move toward target yields and rates.

STATEMENTS:
- ALL CROPS: New organic statement on the SPOIs for all plans except GRP and GRIP.
- ALL CROPS: Discount factors have been updated for all crops with Quality Adjustment on the SPOIs.
- CIGAR BINDER TOBACCO:
  - Changed plan from Guaranteed Production (30) to APH (90).
  - Added 10% premium discount unit factor on FCI-35s for a basic unit.
  - Added statement to SPOI describing the 10% discount premium for basic units, and a statement defining basic and optional units. Optional units must be by FSA Farm Serial Number.
  - Added statements defining Support Price and Market Price to SPOIs.
- CORN:
  - Added statement to SPOIs for APH in Ashland, Bayfield, Douglas, Florence, Forest, Iron, Oneida, Price, Sawyer, and Vilas Counties where only an 85 day maturity or less will be insurable as grain. Grain varieties over 85 day maturity and silage varieties must be insured as silage.
  - Added statement to SPOIs for CRC in Ashland, Bayfield, Douglas, Florence, Forest, Iron, Oneida, Price, Sawyer, and Vilas Counties where only an 85 day maturity or less will be insurable as grain.
  - Added statement to SPOI for APH in Marinette where only 85 day maturity or less will be insured as grain. Grain varieties over 85 day maturity may be insured as silage unless allowed by Written Agreement and silage varieties must be insured as silage.
  - Added statement to SPOIs for CRC in Marinette where only 85 day maturity or less will be insured as grain. Grain varieties of more than 85 day maturity will be uninsurable unless allowed by Written Agreement.
- Added statement to SPOIs for CRC and revised APH statement making the crop uninsurable if a previous crop has reached the heading or budded stage or has been harvested in the same calendar year.

- DRY BEANS:
  - Added statement to SPOIs making the crop uninsurable if a previous crop has reached the heading or budded stage or has been harvested in the same calendar year.
  - Modified the statement defining type to be same as class to state that type shall also be the classes of beans, as per the U.S. Standards for Beans, unless otherwise stated in the SPOIs.

- FORAGE SEEDING: Revised the high risk land statement in Lafayette County with a more appropriate statement.

- GRAIN SORGHUM: Added statement to SPOIs making the crop uninsurable if a previous crop has reached the heading or budded stage or has been harvested in the same calendar year.

- HYBRID SEED CORN: Revised the high risk land statement in Lafayette County.

- POTATOES: - Added statement referring to production to count for APH purposes under storage endorsement.

- SOYBEANS:
  - Changed statement for APH plan referring as to when to contact your agent to complete a request for written agreement for the non-conventional or broadcast practice by removing the words “by the ARD”
  - Changed statement for CRC plan to allow for written agreements to insure the non-conventional or broadcast seeding practice.
  - Changed the statement referring to the non-insurability of a second crop in a crop year, if it follows a specific previous crop, to a statement referring to all previous crops which have reached the heading or budded stage or have been harvested.

- SWEET CORN: Added statement to SPOIs making the crop uninsurable if a previous crop has reached the heading or budded stage or has been harvested in the same calendar year.

PRACTICES: No Change.

TYPES: POTATOES: Changes from 6 types being seed and non-seed for Reds, Whites and Russets to 3 types, Reds, White and Russets in all counties.

T-YIELDS:
- CABBAGE, GREEN PEAS and SWEET CORN: Updated T-yields.
- CIGAR BINDER TOBACCO: Established T-yields, which will now be used rather than Classification Yield.

MAPS/SUPPLEMENTS:
- New Rules Page for Map in Lafayette County.
- HYBRID SEED CORN: Removed hybrid seed corn map from Adams County.

OTHER:
- POTATOES: Removed potato map areas rate from the FCI-35s in: Adams, Juneau, Langlade and Portage Counties.
- CORN: Removed Best Mgt Practice additional coverage and the factor in the FCI-35s for APH and CRC.
- HYBRID SEED CORN: Removed map areas rate on the FCI-35 for Adams County.

NOTE: This is not an official document. For all official changes, refer to the 2006 Crop Year Summary of Changes and Actuarial Documents for fall and spring crops.